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ABSIRACt 

The development of new combustion devices that combine 
both high efficiency and low emission relies heavily on 
our understanding of the interactions between tmbulence 
and chemical reactions during the combustion process. 
One approach, used for studying .turbulent non premixed 
jet flames, is the Monte Carlo solution of the joint 
probability density function (PDF) in turbulent flows. 
The integration of stiff chemical kinetics and their 
internction with the turbulence model greatly inaeases the 
computational requirements aDd accounts f<r over 98% of 
the total CPU time. As a result, the models quickly 
become compute bound aDd generally have been limited to 
reduced medumjsn]s and simple syStems. Parallel . 
computing offers a solution to these limitations by 
allowing the independent chemical kinetic calculations for 
each statistical sample in the Monte Carlo simulation to 
be distributed aaoss many procesSors. 

A hybrid moment-PDF model has been adapted to run · 
under the newly developed Parallel Object~ted 
Environment and Toolkit (POET). POET is the result of 
a collaboration between computational and physical 
scientists to develop MIMD applications f<r distributed 
and massively parallel systems. POET provides a 
·mechanism that permits the computational and 
physical scientist to contn"bute their expertise. to an · 
integrated scalable application through the use ofa well 
defined object-oriented interface. 

INJ'RODUCIJQN 

In the last decade scientists in all disciplines have seen an 
enormous increase in available computing technology. 
However, along with these resources came complex and 
sophisticated computing techniques necessary to· 
optimally access them. As ~uch, the computationally 
naive scientist has been faced with either learning 
an entirely new discipline or continued use of 
technologically outdated models and techniques. 
Complicating the matter further is the inherent 
complexity of computational models in the physical 

sciences. Managing the model development and reliability 
of the subsequent computational codes is also a difficult 
task. In order to effedively develop and utilize these 
models aDd also take advantage of high perfODDance 
computing systems, a well planned approach to the 
computational science becomes a aucial part of 
the development 

POET is part of a larger effort called the Advanced 
Combustion Modeling Environment (ACME) 
[Kozsykowski et al1992]. The goal of ACME is to 
provide a compntalional modeling enviromnent for the 
combustion scientist that (a) enables and manages the 
development of complex combustion models (b) acCesses 
high perfonnance next-generation computing systems and 
(c) allows simultaneous development of both the 
computational and modeling sciences. The pmpose of 
POET is to provide a transparent link to the power of 

, parallel distributed computing. 

Our approach is similar in design methodology to that 
employed by the developers of the X toolkit We have 
designed a high level object-oriented framework that 
isolates the physical model desaiption from the code that 
implements the parallel algorithm and data flow. As 
such, the combustion scientist need only be concerned 
with application specific code. 

COMBIJSTION MODELS 

In the coming decades, the U. S. is challenged to achieve 
energy efficiency while minim;zing environmental damage 
from combustion devices such as appliances, furnaces. 
boilers, gas turbines, and internal combustion engines. 
Computational combustion modeling can provide industry 
with deSign tools to address this clwlenge. To date, much 
progress has been made. Further progress is impeded by 
several obstacles imposed by limitations in computing 
capabilities~ 

A goal of ACME is to develop a suite of models with 
significant improvements that will benefit industry in the 
design of modem combustion devices. Improved 
combustion modeling is necessary for U. S. industry to 
design combustors with high combustion efficiency and 



reduced pollutant emissions. Currently, the combustion 
process is modeled by coupling turbulent flow models 
with simple cbemical ldnetics models. Industry must 
have significand.y more advanced models in ordecto 
JJR'dict combustitD properties in tmbuJent flows with 
sufli<:ieDt chemisuy to evaluate enviroomencal coooems. 

Preseatly, ooe of die most impoltmt problems in 
CDrbaleDt combustion modeling is c:cxrec:tly approJ imating 
tbcCXMJpling betweeD teadive and diffusive processes on 
the pnatlest scales. Future progress in combustor design 
Is wzy promising if modeling capabilities are furtbec 
exfellded so 1bat detail at a finer level of scruc::tme can be 
Pftldictccl. To be sutlic:ie:ntly accmate to be used as design 
tools. tbesemodels 8Dd dleir cxxresponding c:ompuWioDal 
codes must iDciude both chemisuy, fluid mechanics. and 
dleir interadious over a broad range of cimc and length 
scales. 

While fluid..rnedmic.lll IDl'bulence models and deCaiJed
chemistxy flame models in simple flows are solvable on 
staDdald wctocsuperaliDIJatea. the CX)DJbinadon of 
bllbulent flow and detat1ed chemistry in the same model 
requires the uext geae.al!iOD·supereomputer. the massively 
para11e1 machine As 811 initial demonstmtion of POET, 
we bave investigated a probability density fuodion (PDF) 
code for a jet flamcdift'usion problem. 1he PDF 
algodtbm invOlves mostly Monte Carlo calculations and 
is highly amenable to an efficient parallel 
implemenWion.. POET is used to partition the 
algorithmic portions of the code (e.g. ~uaiion solver, 
Monte Carlo simolation) from the application specific 
axle. 

POE'[ ARCHIIF.CJlJRE 

Existing tools for pal3llel software development generally 
fall into two categories: 1) high-level tools and compilers 
that hide the paraiJelization details, making them easy to -
use but also hiding the pitfalls that lead to botaenecks; 
or, 2) low-level tools for message passing that aeate 
scalable code, but require such detailed knowledge of 
algorithms and software that they are difficult for the non
systems programmer to use. The purpose of POET is to 
allow a physical scientist to aeate an integrated and 
scalable application code that transparently accesses 
pmallel computing resources and avoids the tmditional 
pitfalls associated with parallel computing. POET is a 
high-level object-oriented frameworlc foc parallel 
computing that is designed foc direct integration of 
existing application codes. It is written in C++ in an 
extens~ble manner that guarantees scalable code. 

Because tbe paradigm foc object-oriented (00) 
programming and tbe physical structure of MIMD parallel 
computing are so similar, tbe parallel processing 
community is becoming increasingly aware of tbe benefits 
of 00 computing to MIMD processing. Most common 
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MIMD computers have the CPU and memory together on 
a single unit and computations proceed by message
passing between coUoctioos of these units. The 00 
design methodology is based on collecting processing 
med1ods and tbc data fO be pocessed into single ~eds, 
widl compnWioas proceeding by passing messages 
between objecls. As sncb. dle 00 paradigm is a na1m31 
fit for MlMD lld1itecmres. 

We refer to POET as a toolkit because it is more tban a 
c:o1leclion of objects that simply provide compuladoaal 
~mg capabilities. ·FJgDreS 1 through 3 jndjcate duee 
distiDct approadles1 to pamUel soft.waredevdopmeat. . 
1be filSt approacb, Fi~ 1, is the taditional approach 
often embocficcl when porting existing code from YCCtor 
machines to parallel macbines. Most often, the usee is 
responsible for an aspects of tbe code: the applica1ion 
specific code. tbc pamllel algorithm, and tbc dala flow. 
1bis appoach requires a Specialist in parallel code 
developmeut in Older to achieve an effective speed np. 

Figure 1. Traditional Approach to Parallel Computing 

The second approach, Figure 2, consists of providing an 
object-oriented class library that has already been designed 
for a parallel implementation. However, typical C++ 
class libnuies require the user to write the main routine 
that drives the objects instantiated from the ~br.uy. The 
user is made responsible for the highest level portion of 
tbe application and consequently he/she must be aware of 
the environment in which tbe application is to run. As 
such, the user has control and must control the highest· 
level of the application. With unsophisticated users this 

1Tbis list is not meant to be complete. These examples 
are provided in 9rder to highlight tbe difference between a 
toolkit approach and other approaches. 

I 
~, 
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can lead to highly complicated structures that will cancel 
all the benefits gained from the 00 claSs libracy. As an 
example, consider the X windows programming 
eoviromnent. X windows requires amscant atbitlaDon 
bctwecD tbe Server and tbe application's window event 
·loop. It would be disastrous to hand ova' Cbe top level of 
an X pog13111 to a Jllive User aDd Crust that Cbe main cvcot 
loop would be coosulted at the right dme and oftea 
caough to avoid poor behavior or oatrigbtdeadlock. In Xt 
Cbe top level is baDclled by an object c:aiied top level shelL 
Tbc usets maiD program exisu oaly to CODfigurc objects, 
c:aDcd widgets, by adding callback rootiDcs CX' modifying 
aaribates under the top level shell. Then dlc widgets are 
n:alized by calling Cbe main-loop fuDceiOD fotebe top 
1cYeJ. from whidl coocrol will not retum 1lllCi1 dle 
applk:adon eods. 

Figure 2. Object-oriented Oass library Approach 

As we define it, a toolkit is a library of objects that also 
includes a top-level control object. The POET approach. 
Figure 3. seeks to provide a similar mechanism for 
MIMD parallel computations. POET separates the 
physics specific to a problem from the parallel algorithm 
needed for solution. Our goal is to embed as much of the 
computational control as possible into the toolkit The 
physics specific to the users particular application 
problem is handled as user add-ons. For our first 
implementation. these add-ons take the form of callbacks 
that specialize a general algorithm embodied in an object 
selected from the toolkit Taking into account the object 
the user has requested. the toolkit decomposes the problem 
across multiple processors. The provided callbacks, 
however, need not be aware of this decompositiOn nor the 
architecture of the parallel environment, becaUse the 
physics that specialized the ptoblem are independent from 
the object chosen for the solution. A qetailed FORTRAN 
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example for a tmbulent reacting PDF code is given in our 
example. 

Figure 3. Toolkit Approach to Patallel Computing 

For this fiist implementation. we have provided a . 
FORTRAN intedace because users in the computational 
physics community that are most likely to benefit from 
this toolkit are either solely or mostly famitiar with 
FORTRAN. Special limitations imposed by integmting 
FORTRAN required the use of ca1Jbacks mlbet than . 
inheritance. which would be more appropriate to tbe 
native language of POET: C++. The top le\'el of the 
. toolkit is initialized by the FOR1RAN subroutine: 
PTINITIALIZE. POET objects. called pidgetil. are sent 
messages through a FOR'J;RAN subroutine: 
PTSNDMSG. It is only through these two functions that 
the toolkit is accessed from FOR'IRAN. Our current 
FORTRAN intelface is somewhat cumbersome and 
inefficienL However. as was previously mentioned, our 
most likely user has developed FORTRAN models as 
applications. 

Currently tbe user is required to CODfigure and message the 
pidgets necessary to implement a solution. A high-level 
intelligent user interface is under development that will 
completely isolate the user from the details of pidget 
aeation. This will be developed as a frame based intelface 
that provides abstrncted representations for standard 
combustion models. The user will be provided with a 
graphical user interface in which to customize their 
particular problem. Automatic code generation will 
provide the link between the pidgets and the users problem 
representation. In addition, we expect to eventually 

2We have named our objects pidget as analogous to the 
widget in the X toolkit 



inoorpora1e automatic code generation for chemical 
mechanisms 

Tbe 63mc based user intelface will provide tbe mechanism 
for managing the complexity of the models. lu users 
customiueadl applica!ion to include more <Jetaik4 
chemjshy aDd tmbuleoce models. the models will become 
iDa1:asiDgly difficult to manage and verify. In addilioll to 
pmvidiDg aa eovirooment chat is oatum1 for tbe user to 
USC. high-leYd aJgoritbms tbat provide constraints on 
modeldeYdqmlent will focce the usee to aeate code dlat 
is computalioaally coosistent and is oonsistent with the 
modeT'mg algoritbms. 

CHfMICAIJ.Y REACONGFIDW PROBLEM 

We pescatan example application dlat models a cmbuleut 
J:eadiDgjet flame [Oleo. et aL 1990]. A cylindrical jet 
iqieas a premixed fuel and is ignited. The model is 
composed of three parts: the turbulent mOtion model, d1e 
cbemicalle3Ction model and the coupling between 
cbenrical n:actioDs and turbulence. The dowostream 
exhaust is ClOIDpUfed using an advancing grid beginning 
from the iDiet aad advancing downstream until chemical. 
adivity is complete, Figure 4. Symmetry allows 1bis 
problem to be modeled using a one dimensional grid dJat 
etrcccively represents a radial slice of tbe cylindrical 
nozzle. 1be model is based on the probability density 
fundioo (PDF) approximation [Pope 1976). 

. 

.•..• -·. 

.. ·· .... · 
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Figure 4 (a) Schematic of the turbulent reacting jet. It is 
computed by advancing a one-dimensional grid along the 
flow direction from the inlet outward. The 
computationally intensive chemistry and turbulent 
diffusion calculation is done in parallel using FOR1RAN 
callbacks in the manner of Figure 4 (b). 
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Figme4 (b) The advancing one-dimeosioaal grid is 
spatially domain decomposed on the distribufcd 
processors. 1bree callbacks are provided by tbe user Chat 
mcapsnlate the physics of the reacting jet. . 

The algorithm is a piece wise Monte Carlo method in 
wbi<:h the Monte-Carlo aspect of the problem <XllllCS from 
the tcmsport (or mixing) of particles to and from nearest
neighbor cells. This mixing is a result of O.oid
medumical turbu1eoce and FlCkian diffusion. 1he 
cbemistcy that accounts for most of the OOiilpoWi~ is 
local co each cell in which particles from one node cell are 
required co communicate with onl~ the right and left 
neighbor cells. · 

The POEf imptementation builds upon a piece wise 
Monte Carlo (PMC) object. The lust step is to spadally
domain decompose the linear grid. The PMC object then 
exploits the nearest-neighbor dependence of the physics of 
this problem and defines three types of cells: left 
boundary, right boundaiy, and interior. The data neoessuy 
to compute an interior cell is the cell itself and its right 
and left nei.ghbots. We define a cal1back around this called 
Inside. It receives three objects called Data Racks tbat 
hold all of the data relevant co the cell and its neighbors. ' 
The callback will recover the data necessary to do its 
computation by sending messages to the Data Racks and, 
once the computation is accomplished, the callback will 
send a message updating the relevant data in the Data 
Racks. The two leftmost cell's Data Racks will be sent to 
another callback (LBndry) to handle the left boundary 
condition. The rightmost two cell's Data Racks will be 
sent to a third callback (RBndry) to handle the right 
boundary condition. These three routineS are sufficient to 
accomplish the PDF calculation. 
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The PMC object takes care of processor-to-processor 
communication such as updating lhe ghost nodes (nodes 
dlat are overlap processors) and returning lhe results to a 
host processor. Indepeodent caBback routines fill out 
stnbs on the PMC oiject to provide dle physics particular 
to the PDF problem. 

.Aaual exc:erpcs from d1e FORTRAN somce can give a 
bcUer idea for how dle toolkit is accessed Fust, the top 
lc1el pidget is instantiated and inida1ivd. 

C-
caB pcinitialize(ltop) 

c ••• 

Hae itop is an integer that is a label for the topLevel 
. pidget. Od1et pidgecs can be instantiated by sending itop 
messages, such as: 

c ••. 
call ptsndmsg(itop,. PtToplnStantiate, 
PtMeshlD,ncells,mesh) 
c ... 

Here a mesh pidget is inst3Dtiat.ed. Identifiea that begin 
with "Pt" are defined in an inclnde file and replaced by 
integers by CPP at compile time. The mesh pidget 
identifies the problem specific portion of the code. In this 
case the problem is one dimensional and has noells oells. 
The can returns anodlec integer identifier, mesh. 
identifying the instantiated mesh pidget. Now mesh can 
be sent messages of its own. Now dlat the problem space 
has been identified. an indicalioo of the machine 
environment is needed. 

c ... 
call ptsndmsg(itop, PtTopinstantiate, 
PtMachine, 3, PVM, mach, 'h2jet\0') 
c .•. 

This instantiates a marbine pidget and returns mach as its 
identifier. The arguments indicate that there are to be 
tliree processors, the cornmDDications environment is to 
use PVM [Beguelin et al. 1991] for message passing and 
the component name to be used by PVM is b2jet. The 
configuration is the problem environment is complete and 
we may now create a PMC pidget. · 

c ... 
call ptsndmsg7(itop,PtTopinstantiate, 
PtPMC,mesh,ma~h,lbexec,rbexec,mcexec, 
ipmc) 
c ... 

To instantiate ipmc we need a mesh and mach pidget and 
the three callbacks lbexec, rbexec, and mcexec. The first 
two handle the left and right boundaries respectively and· 
the last handles the interior cells. mcexec for example is 
declared as: 
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c .• 
subroutine mcexec(idrl,idrc, idrr) 
integer idrl, idrc, idrr 

c .•• 

idrl. idR:, and ida are the left, aurent and right cell's dam 
. embodied as Dala Rack oijects. The Data Racks are 

pidgets and d1e dala necessary to do the c:ompu1atioD is 
1eCOVel'ed by memging lbe Data Racks. Only d1e idrc, 
the cum:ntDala Rack, is~ to be modified with 
updated daJa. Data asociated d1e c:ell may be easUy 
accessed by the FORTRAN routine through a simple 
message. Fot cx1!!1ple. the number of panicles in the 
aurentcell can be obtained by: 

.c 

c 

call ptsndmsg2(idrc, 
PtDRGetDataByString, np, • np\0 • ) 

Here np is the FORmAN variable that will take on the 
value of the llUil1bec of particles in lhe cen and 'np\0' is a 
null-teaninated string identifying that quantity to the idR: 
pidget. A similar message allows the results of the 
caJallation done by mcexec to be communicated back to 
the Data Rack. 

RESULTS 

The entire one-dimensional grid of cells plus boundaly 
coodil!ons for the two oeUs on left and right ends of the 
grid oompose the Monte Carlo portion of the problem and 
accounts for 993% of the computer time, even with 
minimal chemistry. At the :--ppropriate time, statistics 
computed from the particles distributed over the oeUs 
contribute to an .npdate of the flow field. either as an 
iteration converging on a steady state or as a time step in 
a non steady problem. The addition of realistic chemistry 
increases the computation required by 10 to 100 fold. 

Figures S - 7 show the results of this calculation. Figure 
S indicates the tempelabJre profile of the jet flame, where 
the color is gmded from blue chat identifies low 
tempa'atUre and red that identifies high tempemlme. 
Figures 6 and 7 indicate the NO and OH concentrations, 
with the color graded as blue for low concentration and red 
for high concentration. The ability to predict pollutant 
concentrations, such as NO. as well as intermediate 
species, such as OH is aitical if we are to make an impact 
on the combustion community. Species such as OH and 
NO can be measured experimentally to verify models. 
The model was implemented on a distributed network of 
25 IDM RS6000 workstations. 1be figures were 
generated using the Advanced Visualiza1ion System. The 
combustion scientist responsible for the physics modeling 
associated with the PDF model was J-Y Chen of UC 
Berkeley Mechanical Engineering Department. Dr. Chen 
was intimately involved in the development of the model 



and modilred bis existing FOR1RAN code to integrate 
with the POET implementation. 

Figme S. Tempemmre Profile for Diffusion Simulalion 

Figure 6. The NO concentration for the same jet flame 
allows the combustion scientist to predict the formation 
of pollutants 
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Figure 7. Intermediate species conoenb:atioos. such as 
OH., can be compared with experiment to verify models. 

The parallel version of the PDF code utilizing POET is 
capable of doing an Hz jet calculation with teas of 
chemical species and reactions in less than a day on our 
collection of mM workstations. We plan to implement 
tbe code on a massively parallel computer, an Intel 
Panagon, and expect to produce the results m minutes. 

Through POET, the power necessary to compute PDF 
chemically reacting flow problems with reali.sUc 
chemistl)' on massively parallel and distributed systems 
has been provided. Moreover, by encapsulaling the PMC 
algorithm in an autonomous object and thus insulating 
the specific physics of a PDF problem from the 
algorithm. we produce reusable code that can be used on 
oUler chemically reacting flow problems. Ultimately, the 
update of the fiow field will require an equation solver, 
however, in this early implementation we anticipate 

. avoiding this issue by solving the entire flow field on 
evecy processor. Since tbis step requires little 
computation and the communication of vecy few averaged 
numbers to each processor, it is expected that the lack of 
scalability in tbis step will have _little impact on the 
speed-up necessary for tbis application .. 

SUMMARY 

The results of interfacing the PDF jet flame diffusion 
model with POET have generated the first investigation 
·of a turbulent non premixed flame with a full chemical 
mechanism. This benchmarlc calculation provides an 
opportunity for examining the limitations of various 
reduced chemical mechanisms. The described design 
methodology in concert with the use of an object-oriented 
language has allowed the development of code that can be 
continually evolved by both computational scientists and 
physical scientists. POEf has been designed in a modular 
form that allows a physical scientist to easily modify 

• 



their current model for both the fluid mechanics and tbe 
chemistry without affecting the code that 
ac:tually distributes the problem to the various processing 
elements. 

Future exteosioos ot:POET to support higher 
dimensionality and applicatioos requiring efficieot 
equalioo. solvers are planned. Advanced oompuling 
tedmiques, such as automatic code gener.Won 
for chemiCal mechanisms, will impose tbe partitioning 
IICCCSSMy to handle the models as their complexity 
iDcreases. This will create a well defined path for , 
combuslion modelers and other computational scientists 
to foanulale and access bigb performance models 
aJStOmized to their partiallar application. 

1bis approach to software development is vital to next
geDendioo systems. It is particularly important in 
computational physics where you bave state of the 
art techniques being applied in both the physical science 
and the oomputec science. The partitioning that. we are 
inUoclocing anows development to occur in both 
scientific areas and allows easy access to distn"buted 
resources otherwise untapped by the naive user. 
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